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INTRODUCTION

Who we are

TW Drainage has been proudly delivering high quality drainage, plumbing,
groundwork and emergency support for both commercial and residential clients
across South-East England since it was founded by Tommy Ward, Managing
Director, in 2009.
We are committed to providing an outstanding service, regardless of what may be
involved. We ensure our engineers are trained to the highest industry standards
in their respective trades and use the latest technology to deliver the best
possible service.
We know how important it is to have confidence in those who work in and around
your home which is why all our operatives are DBS checked (the Disclosure and

Your local service
provider for
drainage, plumbing
and groundwork.

Barring Services). All will be carrying a photographic identification card,
be wearing a clean company uniform and driving a sign written company vehicle.
We believe our attention to detail is the basis of our success. We put our
customers first and our aim is to perform on-time and in-budget – EVERY TIME

Affordable,
Experienced
and Reliable.

DRAINAGE

PLUMBING

GROUNDWORK

EMERGENCY
SERVICES

CALL 0800 121 6122
www.twdrainage.co.uk

@twdrainage

@TW_Drainage

Meet the
managers

Tommy Ward

Founder/Managing Director

Emma Ward

Billy Ward

Director

Director

Maintenance Manager

Health & Safety Manager

Gillian Jarvis

Gillian Ward

Philip Ward

Nick Anderson

James “Fish”
Hammatt

Sally Johnson

Charlie French

Anthony Hatcher

Drainage Manager

Accounts Manager

Office Manager

Purchasing Manager

Logistics Manager

Drainage Manager
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Accreditations

ISO 9001:2015 is a standard based
on a number of quality management
principles including a strong customer
focus, the motivation and implication of
top management, the process approach
and continual improvement.

SafeContractor was initially developed
as a bespoke project for a Property
Management client, who wished
to outsource the annual vetting of
contractors on its approved list.

ISO 14001:2015 is a standard of
requirements which clearly defines and
establishes controls to reduce your
company’s environmental impact as a
result of your everyday operations.

Constructionline is the UK’s most
connected and progressive provider
of procurement and supply chain
management services, making
contracting simpler and helping our
customers achieve more.

The WJA formally known as the
Association of High Pressure Water
Jetting Contractors (AHPWJC) was formed
over 30 years ago by a small group of like
minded Contractors, Manufacturers and
Hirers all committed to raising Safety
Standards within the emerging Industry
of High Pressure Water Jetting.

The National Association of Drainage
Contractors is made up entirely of
people actively working in the industry.
In other words we, the drainage industry,
all have a vested interest in securing a
say in our future.

CHAS is one of the founders of third
party accreditation. They are not only
a trusted advisor on health & safety
compliance, they are an authority.

EXOR is an established SSIP Accredited
Contractor Competence Assessment
Scheme used by clients to determine if
contractors meet minimum Health and
Safety Requirements.
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SERVICES
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TW Drainage have gained years of
experience and can assist you efficiently
and effectively with any problem
you may be experiencing, which can
comprise of a multitude of services:
• High pressure water jetting - clears
your drains fast.

• Using

the latest Wincan CCTV
technology, we offer a comprehensive

• All blockages cleared - from sinks
and toilets to main sewers.
• Drain descaling to prevent a buildup of scale and debris within your
pipework.
• Planned preventative maintenance
programmes - saving you time
and money.
• CCTV Camera Inspection surveys to
identify hidden structural defects
which could lead to costly cracks or
even a collapsed drain.

survey service and can inspect
wastewater network systems. We also
provide various solutions from the
collection of the inspection data.
•R
 elining of drainage systems with NO
excavation for minimal disruption.
• Tree

& shrub roots cleared – one of
the biggest causes of blockages and
structural defects. If left untreated
this can lead to collapsed drains.
•C
 omplete drainage refurbishment
& replacement.

We offer a fast & efficient emergency drainage service to help you out when you
need us most. We are here for you 24 hours a days, 7 days a week, 365 days a year,
and we aim to be with you within 60 minutes of your call. We have a large fleet of
advanced drain jetting vehicles, including the latest CCTV technology to enable
us to inspect your drains for structural damage caused by blockages. From high
pressure water jetting to drain extraction with use of our tanker, our aim is to the
resolve the issue the very same day.

CALL 0800 121 6122
www.twdrainage.co.uk

@twdrainage
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SERVICES

Plumbing

Whilst our name indicates our core competence in the
field of drainage, it’s no surprise that our extensive
knowledge extends to plumbing.
Our team of experienced and qualified plumbers offer a host of professional
commercial and residential services including:
• Renewal of waste pipework – internal & external
• Replacing old pipework with new
• Burst mains and leak detection
• Rectifying any household leak
• Full or partial installation of all types of sanitary ware
• Repairs and replacement of waste water pumps
• Maintenance of unvented systems

Before

After
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SERVICES

Groundwork

As our business has developed, TW Drainage have
become experts in the field of Groundwork.
Our team of experienced groundworkers can expertly facilitate several specialist
areas of groundwork. Services include:
• New driveways
• Patios & block paving
• Walls and general brickwork
• Fencing
• Turfing
• Excavations
• Tarmacadam

Before

After
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Equipment &
Capabilities
We invest in our team and our equipment to ensure
we can tackle any drainage, plumbing or groundwork
problem which may arise.

Cherry Picker
TW Drainage provide narrow access platform
hire to businesses and private households
across the southeast. Consistently
saving you more than 75% percent of the
cost of scaffolding for various property
maintenance tasks.

Sky Vac

Doff System

Our specifically engineered, time efficient,
high level gutter-cleaning systems have
been specially developed for robust outdoor
projects. We have a range of external Sky
Vac systems enabling us to tackle any
Industrial, Commercial and Domestic
high-reach gutter and drain clearing.

Our Doff System is a steam-based hardmaterials cleaning system, ideal for use on
masonry and external building works. Doff
can achieve temperatures of up to 150°C at
the nozzle end – making it a ‘superheated
water system’. Our operators are trained
to utilise the variable temperature and
pressure of this system to remove many
different types of paint and
biological matter.

CALL 0800 121 6122
www.twdrainage.co.uk

@twdrainage
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EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

Tanker

TW Drainage invest heavily in its equipment, and have
industry-leading vehicles throughout the fleet.
Our tankers fully conform with the European Agreement Concerning the
International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road (ADR) for the storage and
disposal of hazardous waste / dangerous goods, giving you total peace of mind:
• 18,000 litre tank designed for sewage

• 1000 cfm / 1.600m³

• Clean water delivery and low hazardous

• Vacuum up to 85%

substances

• Max pressure 240 bar or 3,500 psi

• Waste vacuum pump of 650 cfm (cubic
feet per minute)

Our multi-function tankers have the
capacity to hold up to 18,000 litres

• 100 plus metres of 1 inch jetting hose

(4,000 gallons) of liquid waste and

• 2,225 - 4,450 gallon clean water tank

effectively unblock drains & clean

for jetting
• Jetting facility of 198 litres per minute

surfaces. With high pressure water jets,
our fleet offers a quality service leaving
minimal impact and disruption.

CALL 0800 121 6122
www.twdrainage.co.uk

@twdrainage
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OUR CLIENTS

Our Clients &
Testimonials
TW Drainage are proud to maintain 5 Star status across many review sites
including TrustPilot. Our customers regularly leave feedback online:

5-star review on uk.trustpilot.com/review/twdrainage.co.uk

Would have no hesitation in
recommending this company.
Have used this company a few times.
Their pricing is fair and they are
professional, courteous and tidy.
Maureen - July 2018

These guys were great.

Emergency call out.

They came out to fix an urgent problem on NYE and then followed up the day after
and sent a supervisor to ensure it was fully sorted. This involved additional work
which they didn’t charge for as wanted to ensure it was a job well done. They have a
great focus on customer service and compared to all other companies I called, by
far the best rates. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend them.

Very good job. Arrived at 6pm on a
Saturday , located the problem and
returned Sunday to fix the problem.
Very impressive for a weekend call out.
Geoff - January 2019

Simon - January 2019
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Unit 6 Metro Centre
Bridge Road
Orpington
Kent
BR5 2BE

0800 121 6122
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